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Abstract

Graphical Interval Logic is a modal logic for rea-
soning about time in which the basic modality is
the interval. The logic differs from other logics in
that it has a natural intuitive graphical represen-
tation that resembles the timing diagrams drawn
by system designers. We have implemented an au-
tomated deduction system for Graphical Interval
Logic that includes a graphical user interface and
an automated theorem prover. The graphical user
interface enables the user to create Graphical In-
terval Logic formulas and proofs on a workstation
display, and the theorem prover checks the valid-
ity of deductions in the logic. In this paper we
describe the logic, the automated deduction sys-
tem, and an application to robotics.

1 Introduction

Real systems, particularly those that involve tem-
poral properties, often manifest great complexity
in their design. The basic logic appropriate for
reasoning about temporal properties, $4.3 modal
logic [9], has been known for many years, but plan-
ners and systems designers find this logic unintu-
itive and difficult to use. If temporal logics are
to become more widely used in planning and sys-
tem design, a logic must be found that is easier
to use and understand. Moreover, effective me-
chanical support must be provided for reasoning
in the logic if the risk of errors in the design is to
be reduced.

*This research was supported in part by NSF/ARPA
grant CCR-9014382.

Graphical Interval Logic is a modal temporal
logic and, as such, is nonstandard, but it is also
nonstandard in its graphical representation, which
differs from the linear textual representation of
other temporal logics. We believe that a graph-
ical representation of time can be a substantial
aid in understanding temporal properties. Graph-
ical Interval Logic formulas resemble the "back-of-
the-envelope" timing diagrams drawn by system
designers; nonetheless, the logic is a formal math-
ematical logic based on $4.3 modal logic. These
graphical formulas provide a pictorial representa-
tion of the relative ordering of events in a complex
system. The logic also supports reasoning about
real-time properties, expressed as constraints on
the durations of intervals.

The automated deduction system we have im-
plemented for Graphical Interval Logic has as its
front-end a graphical user interface that enables
the user to create Graphical Interval Logic for-
mulas on a workstation display. The core of the
automated deduction system is a theorem prover
that checks the validity of deductions in the logic
and generates counterexamples for invalid proofs.

2 Related Work

Temporal logic has been widely recognized as an
appropriate formalism for reasoning about the rel-
ative ordering of events in complex systems [13].
Interval logics have been investigated by a num-
ber of researchers [1, 8, 14] as logics that pro-
vide higher-level temporal constructs. Recently,
there has been much activity in the development
of temporal logics to support reasoning about real-
time constraints. Alur and Henzinger [3] have
characterized the decidability of a variety of real-
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time temporal logics. Real-time Graphical Inter-
val Logic [18], like Metric Interval Temporal Logic
[4], is one of the few known dense real-time tem-
poral logics that is decidable.

Procedures for deciding the satisfiability of for-
mulas in temporal logics have been implemented
by many researchers, both as free-standing deci-
sion procedures and within general-purpose the-
orem provers. In [20] Wolper gave an overview
of the tableau method for temporal logics, which
is the basis of the decision procedure for Graph-
ical Interval Logic. Niemel£ and Tuominen [16]
have developed the Helsinki Logic Machine, which
is based on a tableau decision procedure for dy-
namic logic. Decision procedures for temporal log-
ics are realized by translating temporal logic for-
mulas into formulas of dynamic logic and using the
decision procedure for dynamic logic.

The TIMELOGIC reasoning system of Koomen
[11] is an interval-based forward chaining infer-
ence engine and database manager of temporal
constraints. The TEMPOS subsystem, based on
Allen’s interval calculus [1], handles time as oper-
ations on intervals and relationships between in-
tervals, rather than as values of predicates as in
Graphical Interval Logic. TEMPOS is an exten-
sion of the Horn clause logic programming and
knowledge representation system RtIET, which
provides a predicate interface to TIMELOGIC.
RHET can be used either as an automated the-
orem proving system or as a frame-based repre-
sentation system.

In [10] Kono described two theorem provers for
Moszkowski’s Interval Temporal Logic [14]. One
of these theorem provers employs a deterministic
tableau expansion and a binary decision tree rep-
resentation of terms, while the other is based on
the generation of an automaton and uses Binary
Decision Diagrams. Interval Temporal Logic in-
volves the next and chop operators and, thus, is
more expressive than Graphical Interval Logic. To
reduce the cost of the decision process, Kono has
restricted the logic to finite intervals and to for-
mulas without the chop operator in the scope of a
negation.

Clarke [6] and others have implemented a va-
riety of tools for model checking in Computa-

tion Tree Logic (CTL), a branching-time tempo-
ral logic. Model checking in CTL is computation-
ally less expensive than satisfiability checking in
linear-time temporal logics, such as Graphical In-
terval Logic. Unfortunately, the computational
cost advantages of CTL model checking do not
extend to general-purpose theorem proving. Re-
cently, Burch, Clarke and others [5] have used
a model checking algorithm for the Mu-Calculus
based on Binary Decision Diagrams to obtain effi-
cient decision procedures for CTL model checking
and satisfiability of linear-time temporal logic for-
mulas.

In [19] SchlSr and Damm described a graphical
specification language, called Timing Diagrams,
and a system similar to ours. Specifications resem-
ble traditional informal timing diagrams and are
created using a graphical editor. The language
is carefully restricted so that it can be compiled
into a linear-time temporal logic related to CTL.
Model checking for the logic uses computationaUy
efficient CTL algorithms.

3 Graphical Interval Logic

The basic construct of Graphical Interval Logic
is the interval, which provides a context within
which properties are asserted to hold. An inter-
val is a linear order of states which is discrete for
the base logic and dense for the real-time exten-
sion. The progression of states in time is shown
using the horizontal dimension. Graphical Interval
Logic formulas are read from left to right and from
top to bottom. The topmost interval in a Graphi-
cal Interval Logic formula represents the enclosing
context, i.e. the entire computation.

Intervals are constructed by means of search op-
erators, and properties are asserted to hold on the
intervals so constructed. To construct an interval,
two search patterns are specified: one to locate
the left endpoint of the interval and the other to
locate the right endpoint. A search pattern con-
sists of a sequence of searches; the state located
by one search is the state at which the next search
begins. A search within a search pattern locates
the first state at which its target formula holds.
An interval begins with the state located by the
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first search pattern and extends up to but does
not include the state located by the second search
pattern.

To assert that a formula holds at the first state
in an interval, the formula is left-justified below
the left endpoint of the interval. For example,

asserts that h holds at the first state in the interval
that begins with the first state at which f holds
and ends just prior to the next state at which g
holds.

To express an invariant (henceforth) property
that holds throughout an interval, the formula
that is asserted to be invaxiant is positioned be-
low the interval and indented to the right of the
bracket that delimits its start. For example,

[ )
t ................

~f

]

[
h

)g

asserts that h holds at every state in the interval
that begins with the first state at which f holds
and extends up to, but does not include, the next
state at which g holds.

To express an eventuality property, a diamond
¢ is placed on the interval, with the eventual-
ity property left-justified below the diamond. For
example,

If the target formula of a search does not hold
at any state in the future of the state at which the
search begins, the search to the formula fails. If
either of the searches for the left or right endpoints
of an interval fails or, if the state located by the
search for the right endpoint coincides with the
state located by the search for the left endpoint,
the interval cannot be constructed. If the interval
cannot be constructed, the interval formula holds
vacuously.

The single-axrow searches and the single-line
intervals in the previous examples axe referred
to as weak searches and weak intervals, respec-
tively. The logic also provides as derived con-
structs strong searches, denoted by double arrows,
and strong intervals, denoted by double lines as,
for example, in

[ )

Jh

Here the strong search expresses the requirement
that the search to g must not fail. More specifi-
cMly, it requires that the search to g must succeed
unless the weak search to f fails. The strong in-
terval requires that the interval is non-empty pro-
vided that the searches to f and g do not fail.

Formulas Call be combined using standard log-
ical infix operators laid out vertically. In vertical
layout a conjunction is indicated by placing the
formulas one below the other without the conjunc-
tion operator. Braces are used to disambiguate
formulas.

asserts that h holds at some state in the interval
that begins with the first state at which f holds
and extends up to, but does not include, the next
state at which g holds. The subformulas f, g and
h in the above examples may be state predicates
or more complex interval formulas.

3.1 Real-Time Extension

Like the Graphical Interval Logic introduced
above, pure temporal logic makes no reference to
time. Formulas in temporal logic define only in-
variants, eventualities, and ordering constraints.
Much of the elegance of temporal logics is that the
value of time and the quantification over time are
hidden by the logic, which facilitates automatic
processing by decision procedures. When we in-
troduce real-time constraints into Graphical Inter-
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val Logic, we wish to preserve this characteristic.
Thus, we extend the logic to express durations of
intervals rather than absolute times.

Graphical Interval Logic expresses real-time
constraints by imposing real-time bounds on the
lengths of intervals using the len predicate. Thus,

[ )

[ }g
fen (m, M] ]

asserts that the length of the indicated interval, if
it can be constructed, is greater than m time units
and less than or equal to M time units, where m
and M are non-negative rational constants. This
simple construct appears to suffice for describ-
ing most real-time constraints directly and easily,
while retaining decidability of the logic. Moreover,
it does not permit the formulation of undesired
expressions in which time is manipulated inappro-
priately.

4 Automated Deduction System

4.1 Graphical User Interface

We first briefly describe the graphical user inter-
face that acts as a front-end to the theorem prover.
The graphical user interface is a graphical editor
that facilitates the interactive generation and ma-
nipulation of Graphical Interval Logic formulas.
The graphical editor enables the user to draw for-
mulas on a workstation display by invoking high-
level editing operations based on the constructs of
the logic. As a syntax-directed editor, it ensures
that the formulas drawn by the user are syntacti-
cally correct.

The menu-and-button interface of the editor al-
lows the user to create and edit graphical formulas
and to compose them into more complex formu-
las. The editor provides capabilities for automat-
ically replacing formulas with other formulas, re-
sizing formulas to suit the context length, etc. In
case a formula does not fit into the space allotted,
an error is indicated by highlighting the formula.
The user may then resize the context length or the

search arrows to enable the formula to be drawn
correctly. All subformulas of the formula are au-
tomatically resized to scale.

The graphical syntax of the logic is defined by
means of an attribute grammar that specifies the
set of attributed syntax trees that correspond to
"legal" formulas. These trees are used solely as in-
ternal representations; the user only interacts with
the formulas in their graphical representation. At-
tributes within these trees give the relative sizes
of search lines and interval contexts that allow the
formulas to be drawn on the screen.

As a formula is constructed, the correspond-
ing attributed syntax tree is built incrementally
and the attributes defining the graphical repre-
sentation of the formula are determined. Initially,
the formulas generated by the editor contain un-
expanded templates that must be expanded into
legal formulas during subsequent editing. Each ex-
pansion of a template corresponds to a production
in the grammar. The consistency of the attribute
values for a tree constructed using the editor en-
sures that the formulas are syntactically correct.

The graphical editor has been implemented in
Common Lisp using the Garnet graphics toolkit
[15], which runs within the X window system. The
editor uses Garnet functions to generate postscript
output; all of the graphical formulas that appear
in this paper were created with the graphical edi-
tor. Formulas produced using the graphical editor
can be stored in and retrieved from a specification
database held in Unix files.

4.2 Theorem Prover

Automated deduction in temporal logic generally
has a higher complexity than automated deduc-
tion in propositional calculus because temporal
logic subsumes propositional calculus. Our ap-
proach to controlling that complexity is to have
the human work closely in conjunction with the
theorem prover. Thus, the human creates the
proof using the graphical user interface and then
invokes the theorem prover to check the validity of
the proof. It is the responsibility of the user to de-
vise proof steps small enough so that the decision
time of the theorem prover is not excessive.
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To prove a theorem T from the premises
P1,. ¯., Pn, the user invokes the theorem prover to
check the validity of the formula P1A...APn =~ T.
The theorem prover, which is a refutation prover,
takes the negation of this formula and looks for a
satisfying model. If no such satisfying model ex-
ists, the formula is valid and the purported proof
is indeed a proof. If such a satisfying model is
found, it is a counterexample to the formula and
the purported proof fails. The user can then in-
voke the theorem prover to display the counterex-
ample model to investigate why the proof is in-
valid.

The theorem prover exploits the fact that
Graphical Interval Logic is decidable. As for most
temporal logics, a decision procedure may be given
as an automata-theoretic method, in which form
it is presented in [17]. The decision procedure es-
sentially consists of first reducing the formula into
an "equivalent" Biichi automaton and then check-
ing the emptiness of the language of the resulting
automaton. The first step involves a double expo-
nential blow-up, i.e. given a formula of size n and
depth k of interval nesting, its Biichi automaton
can have 2°(nk) states. The second step is linear
in the number of states of the automaton.

The decision procedure for the real-time exten-
sion of Graphical Interval Logic [18] reduces the
decision problem for the extended logic to the
emptiness problem for Timed Biichi Automata
[2]. The decision procedure first constructs a
Biichi Automaton and then annotates the states
with duration formulas that involve the len pred-
icate. Duration formulas allow the automaton’s
states to be augmented with active clock sets and
its edges with clock setting and comparison ac-
tions that enforce the timing restrictions. The
complexity of the extended decision procedure is
20(n2t’’2k’l°gn+nak+t’l°gt), where t is the size of the
binary encoding of the largest constant appear-
ing in the edge conditions of the Timed Biichi
Automata.

The automata method for the logic without
real-time has been refined into a more traditional
tableau method [20] for the theorem prover. The
tableau method produces a compact form of the
automaton. Each node of the tableau represents

a set of states of the automaton; two such nodes
are connected in the tableau if and only if there
is a possible transition from any state in the first
node to some state in the second node. By clus-
tering states and transitions in this manner and
exploring sets of states and transitions simulta-
neously, the tableau method achieves better time
and space efficiency on average than the automata
method.

The tableau method for the real-time extension
of the logic is more difficult because of the dense-
ness of the underlying time domain. As for the
logic without real-time, the procedure begins by
constructing a tableau and by pruning the tableau
based on eventualities. A timed tableau is then
constructed by adding timing constraints to the
edges of the tableau using the duration formulas
in the nodes of the tableau. Using Dill’s algorithm
[7], a region tableau is then constructed in which
each node has an associated clock-region in place
of the timing constraints on the edges of the timed
tableau. This may eliminate possible traces from
the original tableau because of timing constraints,
and so additional pruning based on eventualities
may be required. If at any stage the tableau be-
comes empty or the initial node is eliminated, the
procedure terminates with a valid proof; other-
wise, a counterexample corresponding to a tim-
ing consistent trace through the tableau can be
extracted.

The theorem prover is a ground term prover
that operates on Graphical Interval Logic formu-
las without quantification. Formulas that involve
quantification must be explicitly quantified by the
user. Recently, we have augmented the deduction
system with a mechanism that allows the user to
order two states in different formulas in a specific
manner and to identify states in different formulas
as being the same state. We are currently investi-
gating the possibility of using the counterexample
model to realign the states of the graphical formu-
las that constitute the invalid proof to assist the
user further in correcting the fallacious reasoning.

The theorem prover has been implemented in
Common Lisp. A proof maintenance system that
supports the construction and management of for-
mulas and proofs has also been implemented.
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5 Application to Robotics

We now consider a simple application of the use
of the logic and of the automated deduction sys-
tem in specifiying and proving properties about a
robot. In each of these specifications, the inden-
tation of the formula below the topmost interval
indicates that the property being expressed is an
invariant property.

The first two specifications are implementation
specifications. The first specification requires that
if the robot detects an obstacle then either it will
determine that the obstacle is not in its planned
path or it will stop. Furthermore, the length of the
interval from first detecting the obstacle to deter-
mining that the obstacle is not in its planned path
or to stopping has positive duration but must not
exceed 3.0 seconds.

[ )
-Idetect

detect
6 ..............

[ )n°t-in-pathVst°p

len(O.O,3.0]

The second specification requires that if the
robot stops then it remains stationary until it has
decided on a new path. Moreover, the robot de-
cides on a new path within an interval of length
greater than 1.0 second and less than or equal to
9.0 seconds after stopping.

[ )
~stop

stop
6 ...............

[ )new~ath
len(1.O,9.0]

[ )
stop

The third specification is a requirement specifi-
cation; it is the theorem we wish to prove from the
two implementation specifications. It states that
if the robot detects an obstacle then, in 12.0 sec-
onds or less, either it determines that the obstacle
is not in its planned path or it determines a new
path.

"~ detect

........ Mdetect
]

e... ............... ~ |

[ )nOtmin_path V newpath

ten ( O. O, 12. O]

We now exhibit the proof that was validated
by the theorem prover. The first two specifica-
tions are conjoined, represented by vertical com-
position, and imply the third.

-~ detect

detect
L. .............. ~MM

[ )not_in__path V atop

len (O. 0,3.0)

[

"~stop

stop

r~newpat~
L i
len(1.O,9.0]

[ )
stop

"~detect

detect

not lnsathVnewsath

[ )
len(O.O,12.0]

The limit of 9.0 seconds in the second specifi-
cation was then changed to 10.0 seconds, and the
proof was found to be invalid. The theorem prover
generated the counterexample shown on the top of
the next page. Across the top of the representation
is a sequence of states together with the values of
the predicates in those states. If a predicate is not
listed in a state, it can have either value true or
false in that state. Below the sequence of states
are the real-time constraints satisfied by the model
along with the timing diagram for the predicates.
Note that the interval from detect to stop is at
most 3.0 seconds and from stop to new_path is at
most 10.0 seconds, but the interval from detect to
new_path is greater than 12.0 seconds, which con-
tradicts the purported theorem.
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det~t

newpath

not_in~th

I(detect

[ (NOr n~ path)
{NOT not_in_path}

<

<

I l l ete=
(lqOT new_path) [ I (NOT new~th} I I (NOT n~ pathJ

{NOT not_in_.path) [ [ (NOT not__inpath) [ I ~m~ not ~n~th~(~ .top) I I"t~ I I"t°P -

<~3.0

>12.0

<
<=10. O, >1.0

>

>

6 Conclusion

Graphical Interval Logic supports reasoning about
the relative ordering of events in complex systems
and about the durations of intervals delimited by
those events. The logic is a nonstandard logic in
its interval modalities and its graphical represen-
tation of formulas. The graphical representation
is intended to be more attractive and intuitive
to planners and system designers than the lin-
ear textual representation of other temporal logics.
The automated deduction system we have imple-
mented provides a graphical user interface that en-
ables the user to generate and manipulate graphi-
cal formulas on a workstation display. The system
also provides an automated theorem prover that
supports the user in validating deductions in the
logic and in displaying counterexamples to invalid
proofs. In this paper we have illustrated the use of
the logic and of the automated deduction system
with a simple application to robotics.
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